
Welcome to the Kindergarten presentation focused on the 2023 Mathematics Standards of 
Learning. The Proposed 2023 Mathematics Standards of Learning (SOL) were approved by 
the Board of Education on August 31, 2023.
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The purpose of this presentation is to provide a comparison of the 2016 mathematics 
standards of learning and the 2023 mathematics standards of learning and to highlight 
changes in the knowledge and skills.
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During this presentation, information will be shared regarding the 2023 Mathematics 
Standards of Learning documents that are currently available and the focus of the 2023 
standards. Then a detailed comparison of the 2016 standards to the newly adopted 2023 
standards will be provided. 
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The focus of the 2023 Mathematics Standards of Learning are included in the following 
slides.
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The mathematics standards of learning include challenging mathematics content, 
reinforce foundational mathematics skills, support the application of mathematical 
concepts, and build coherently in complexity across grade levels.
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There are six Guiding Principles included in the Virginia’s 2023 Mathematics Standards 
of Learning document that represent the values and beliefs upon which the revised 
standards were created. Preparing Virginia’s students to pursue higher education, to 
compete in a modern workforce, and to be informed citizens requires rigorous 
mathematical knowledge and skills. Students must gain an understanding of 
fundamental ideas in number sense, computation, measurement, geometry, probability, 
data analysis and statistics, and algebra and functions, and they must develop 
proficiency in mathematical skills. The six guiding principles are as follows:

1. Raise the Floor; Remove the Ceiling
2. Ensure Every Student Builds Strong Mathematics Foundational Skills
3. Master Critical Content
4. Integrate Mathematics Across All Content Areas
5. Prepare Teachers to Teach Mathematics Accurately and Effectively
6. Apply Mathematics to Better Use Technology
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The 2023 Mathematics Standards of Learning foster the application of the five 
mathematical process goals including reasoning, communication, problem solving, 
connections, and representation, and set students up to recognize and see 
mathematics in real-world applications.  These processes support students in 
building understanding of mathematics.
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Virginia Department of Education documents supporting the transition to the 2023 
Mathematics Standards of Learning will now be shared. Additional resources supporting the 
implementation of the 2023 Mathematics Standards of Learning will be made available on 
the VDOE Mathematics SOL website.
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The 2023 Mathematics Standards of Learning Document includes the standards and the 
knowledge and skills associated with each standard. This slide shows an example from 
the Kindergarten Standards Document.
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The new numbering system for the standards makes it clear within which strand a 
standard exists. For instance, the sample shown on the screen highlights K.MG.3.  K 
indicates the grade level – Kindergarten in this instance; MG indicates the Measurement 
and Geometry Strand; and 3 indicates that this is the third standard of learning in this 
strand.  The key shown at the bottom of the screen provides the abbreviations for each 
of the strands.
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An Overview of Revisions document has been created for each grade or course. This 
presentation provides a detailed comparison between the 2016 Standards of Learning 
and the 2023 Standards of Learning and is based upon the Overview of Revisions 
document.
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At the end of the Overview of Revisions document there is a summary of changes table. 
One section of the table provides an overview of the changes to the numbering of the 
standards. Another section provides information regarding the prominent parameter 
changes and clarifications. Parameter changes and clarifications might be related to an 
increase or decrease in the limiters of the standards or the knowledge and skills; but 
might also be related to the depth of understanding of the content or scope of the 
content.
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The other two sections of the table include deletions from 2016 standards and addition of 
content to the 2023 standards.
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During the remainder of the presentation, we will take a closer look at the revisions to the 
2016 standards that resulted in the new 2023 standards.
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Let’s take a look at the Number and Number Sense Strand.
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Throughout this presentation red text in the 2023 column indicates a parameter change 
or addition to the content at this level. Red text in the 2016 column provides notes 
about where content may have been moved or deleted. You will also see symbols 
that indicate content that is NEW to the grade level or course.

Content found in SOLk.1a is now located in SOL K.NS.1 a and b. The quantity of objects 
students will work with has increased from 20 to 30; Students will be asked to 
recognize and explain that the number of objects remains the same regardless of 
the arrangement or the order in which the objects are counted.
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SOL K.1 b is now SOL K.NS.2 a, b, and c. Clarity has been provided that students 
should be able to read, write and identify numerals and determine the numeral that 
corresponds to a set of objects. The number of objects that students are expected 
to work with has been increased from 20 to 30.
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SOL K.2 a is now K.NS.2 d, e, and f in the 2023 standards. Students will compare sets 
with up to 30 objects; however, the number of sets students will work with has 
decreased from three sets to two sets. New to Kindergarten is the expectation that 
students will also compare numbers up to 30 to the benchmarks of five and ten 
using various models and describe the comparisons using the terms greater than, 
less, than, or the same as (equal to).
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SOL K.2b - Comparing and ordering three sets of objects has been removed from 
Kindergarten; this content remains in grade 1. Students in Kindergarten will continue 
to compare two sets as shown on the previous slide.
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SOL K.3a and b is now K.NS.1. Clarification has been provided that students should 
represent forward counting by ones using a variety of tools and be able to count 
forward by ones, within 100, starting at any number.
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The content of SOL K.3 c and d can now be found in K.NS.1 g, h, i, and j of the 2023 
standards. A parameter change to this standard includes having students state the number 
after, or the number before a given number. New content at this level, includes an explicit 
focus on developing students understanding of teen numbers by having students use 
objects, drawings, words, or numbers to compose and decompose numbers 11-19 into a 
ten and some ones. In addition to counting objects by tens students will group collections of 
up to 100 objects into sets of tens and leftover (ones) to determine the total.
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SOL K.4 from the 2016 number sense standard has been included in the new Computation 
and Estimation standard K.CE.1 a and b. A new expectation at this level is that students will 
model and identify the number that makes 5 when added to a given number less than or 
equal to 5 and model and identify the number that makes 10 when added to a given 
number less than or equal to 10. Students will also be expected to use objects, drawings, 
words, or numbers to compose and decompose numbers less than or equal to 10 in 
multiple ways.
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SOL K.5 fraction content has been removed from Kindergarten; this content remains in 
Grade 1.
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Now we will move on to the computation and estimation strand.
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SOL K.6 is now included in K.CE.1 - No content changes have been made to this standard; 
however, you will note that the phrase “story and picture problems” has been changed to 
include any “contextual” problem.
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The following slides represent changes to the measurement and geometry standards.
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SOL K.7 Coin attributes are now integrated into K.PS.1 where students are sorting and 
classifying objects by their attributes. Coin equivalencies has been removed from 
Kindergarten and are now located in Grade 1.
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SOL K.8 is now K.MG.3. In the new 2023 standards; students will identify a calendar as a 
tool to measure time. Students will continue to name the days of the week and months of 
the year but will now also state that there are seven days in one week and that there are 
twelve months in one year as well as be able to distinguish between the days of the week 
and the months of the year.
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SOL K.9 is now K.MG.1; note that temperature has been removed from the math standards 
but remains in the Kindergarten science standards. Students are now asked to justify direct 
comparisons between two objects or events.
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SOL K.10 is now K.MG.2. Clarification has been made in this content that students will not 
only identify but will also name plane figures regardless of their orientation. New in the 2023 
standards is constructing plane figures such as circles, triangles, squares, and rectangles 
using a variety of materials such as straws, sticks, pipe cleaners, etc. An example might be 
putting two squares together to form a rectangle.
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Note that SOL K.10c, describing the location of one object relative to another, has been 
removed from the mathematics standards; it remains part of the Kindergarten Science 
standards.  
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There are no probability standards in Kindergarten; however, there is greater emphasis on 
statistics as you will see in the following slides.
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The 2016 standards K.11, K.12 and part of K.7 are now included in K.PS.1. It is important 
to note that coins are now included in the objects students are asked to sort, classify, 
describe, and label (shown in ‘b’ on the slide).  
New to all grade levels in the 2023 Standards Revision is greater emphasis on the 
application of the data cycle. In kindergarten students will continue to the focus on object 
graphs and picture graphs. As a part of the data cycle, students will also pose questions, 
determine the data needed to answer a posed question, and organize and represent 
data. The number of data points has increased from 16 to 25 data points.
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In addition, Kindergarten students will analyze data by asking questions and drawing 
conclusions about the data.
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The final strand in Kindergarten is the Patterns, Functions and Algebra strand.
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SOL K.12 Sort and classify objects is now included within K.PS.1 as previously mentioned.
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SOL K.13 is now K.PFA.1. Transferring repeating patterns from one representation to 
another has been removed form Kindergarten; this content remains in Grade 1. Comparing 
similarities and differences between patterns has also been removed from Kindergarten; 
students in Grade 2 will make connections between two patterns.
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This concludes the presentation on the 2023 Kindergarten Mathematics Standards of 
Learning revisions. It may be helpful to refer back to this presentation as you are using the 
Overview of Revisions document to plan for instruction. Should you have any questions, 
feel free to contact the Virginia Department of Education's Mathematics Team at the email 
address shown on the screen.
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